Professional Services

The Market Neutral Resource for Digital Transformation

The
Cloud Native
Seas Are
Teaming
With Risks
and Rewards
Regardless of your current port or final
destination, RX-M can help you safely navigate the
journey to transformational business processes
and cloud
native systems.
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Digital Transformation
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to Success Is a Journey
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Tailored
Advisory
In the same way that sailors navigate treacherous waters,
RX-M leverages its deep experience in cloud native systems
and distributed application development to help you find the
fastest and safest route to your destination.
As a pure consultancy with no products to sell, RX-M offers
every client an unconflicted, market-neutral perspective.
Whether you are modernizing applications, replatforming
or refactoring business processes, we can help you navigate
the hazards and find your way to the right port in record time.
As a boutique advisory, RX-M offers tailored services and
total customer engagement, you will not be “just another
customer” to us. We partner with each and every client,
investing in the success of our clients on each leg of
the voyage.
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“RX-M helped us identify specific,

actionable insights

that enabled us to materially
improve our software factory.”

— Head of Engineering,
Global Cloud Provider

“RX-M brought

Expert
Consulting
When it comes to cloud native integration, systems,
software and supply chain engineering, RX-M embarks
with an experienced and decorated crew, each with
multiple certifications ranging from cloud systems to
certified Kubernetes application developer, administrator
and security specialist.
As Kubernetes Certified Solution Providers and charter
members of the CNCF, RX-M brings not only deep knowledge
of Kubernetes and cloud native systems but also decades
of experience designing and constructing critical distributed
systems, some processing billions of dollars a day in
financial transactions.
With a passion for open source, RX-M brings expertise
in key projects forming the next generation of application
platforms, free of vendor and cloud lock-in. As sponsors
and speakers at conferences hosted by Apache, CNCF
and the Linux Foundation, we remain committed to giving
back to the community and charting a path through the
changing tides and often murky waters of the cloud
native ecosystem.

impressive
engineering
skills to our
cloud native
storage initiative.”

— Technology Director,
Financial Institution

Staff
Augmentation
When it's time to set sail, even the most experienced crews
can use a few extra hands. RX-M staff augmentation solutions
can give you the extra talent you need, when you need it.
Our hands are North America based, which can make
synchronizing your chronometer much easier when remote
work is involved. While our team is ready to set sail to any
harbor, our team’s USA home port can simplify on-site work.

“RX-M provides

rapid and innovative

architecture solutions that accurately
address emergent customer software
design challenges. The team brings

professionalism, deep
engineering skills

and a fantastic attitude
to work every day.”

— Senior Director,
IT Service Management Company

Team
Training
When you enter a critical regatta, nothing is more
important than knowing your team is well trained.
To help ensure your crew is ready to win, RX-M
delivers the deepest and broadest cloud native
training portfolio in the fleet.
Having trained over 25% of the Fortune 100, we
have the experience and sophistication necessary
to create tailored programs handcrafted to your
team's needs.
If you need to add decorations to your uniform,
we offer certifications across the cloud native
spectrum, including DevOps, SRE, developers skills
and security specializations. Our team of certified
instructors have been involved in the development
of each and every CNCF Kubernetes certification.

"RX-M delivers solid, high-quality technical
training for a variety of engineering audiences

rapidly tailoring

by
the training
content to match the needs of the business.
The RX-M team is efficient, professional and

invested in our success.”
— Learning Program Manager,
Enterprise IT Company

We Are Committed to
Your Successful Journey
Reach out today to learn more about how RX-M can help your team navigate the cloud native voyage

Inquiries info@rx-m.com • San Francisco 415-800-2922 • Miami 305-998-7702

